Quantitative phase measurements obtained with digital holographic microscopes are strongly dependent on the optical arrangement of the imaging system. The nontelecentric operation provides phase measurements affected by a parabolic phase factor and requires numerical postprocessing, which does not always remove all the perturbation. Accurate phase measurements are achieved by using the imaging system in telecentric mode. Unfortunately, this condition is not accomplished when a commercial microscope is used as the imaging system. In this paper, we present an approach for obtaining accurate phase measurements in nontelecentric imaging systems without the need for numerical postprocessing. The method uses an electrically tunable liquid lens to illuminate the sample so that the perturbing parabolic wavefront is cancelled out. Experimental holograms of a Fresnel lens and a section of the thorax of a Drosophila melanogaster fly are captured to verify the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Phase perturbations can appear at the pupil and also at the image plane (IP) of an imaging system. Whereas pupil perturbations are responsible for the aberrations, image-plane perturbations are usually of no concern, as only intensity images are of interest. However, when imaging phase objects, the presence of phase perturbations in the image plane is typically an issue of concern.
Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) is a methodology that quantifies the phase of transparent samples by retrieving the complex wavefield at the image plane. In such a case, the presence of phase perturbations at the IP can ruin the measurements [1, 2] . Among the multiple QPI architectures [3] [4] [5] [6] , digital holography microscopy (DHM) [7] [8] [9] [10] is one of the most reputed. When DHM is implemented with a nontelecentric imaging system, it inherently suffers from a parabolic phase perturbation at the image plane. To remove the parabolic phase, different approaches have been proposed. Some methods are based on numerical a posteriori procedures [2, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Other techniques compensate the phase distortion and provide QPI without the effects introduced by the use of nontelecentric recording systems. The first approach is the use of twinimaging systems for the reference and objects waves [15] to suppress a priori the residual quadratic phase factor. However, this method requires accurate alignment of the setup and also doubles the cost of the DHM. The other approach is achieved by performing a double-exposure technique. In this case, the phase distortion is removed a posteriori by subtracting the measured phase of a blank object from the measurement with the sample under research [16] . Although this method removes any phase distortion of the imaging system, the need for recording two holograms could not be convenient in microscopy applications in which dynamic processes are screened.
The natural way of performing single-shot QPI-DHM free of parabolic phase perturbation is based on the use of a telecentric imaging system [17] [18] [19] . Unfortunately, this solution cannot be implemented if one tries to use, as the imaging system of the DHM, a commercially available microscope. This is because, aiming to save space, commercial microscopes are usually mounted in a nontelecentric configuration. In such cases, it is still possible to cancel out the parabolic phase, provided that the sample is illuminated with a specific spherical wavefront [15, 20, 21] . The problem of this solution is that the illumination architecture is fully adapted to the magnification of the microscope objective (MO). Then, it requires very accurate mechanical movement of the illumination system when the MO is changed.
The aim of this work is to report an alternative approach to avoid the phase perturbation introduced by nontelecentric DHMs. The proposal uses an electrically tunable liquid lens (LL) to illuminate the sample with the suitable spherical wavefront. The main advantage of using an LL is that the compensation can be achieved for any MO by tuning electronically the LL focal length. Although we validate the method in a QPI-DHM architecture, it could be utilized in any QPI methodology that gathers information through an imaging system.
BASIC THEORY
The optical configuration of a transmission off-axis DHM is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Following a Mach-Zehnder architecture, the light proceeding from a laser of wavelength λ is collimated and split to produce the object O and reference R waves. In the object arm, an imaging system is inserted to image the sample. The imaging system is composed by an infinity-corrected MO and a tube lens (TL). The object is placed at the MO front focal plane. Whatever the distance between the MO and the TL, the image appears at the back focal plane of the TL. The later plane is named here as the IP.
At the IP, the interference between the wavefield scattered by the object, U IP x, and the tilted reference plane wave, Rx, occurs. The complex distribution U IP x can be derived by using ABCD transformations [22, 23] . After straightforward algebra, we find that
where x x; y are the spatial transverse coordinates, Ox is the object transmittance,p· is the Fourier transform of the pupil transmittance, and k 2π∕λ and M −f TL ∕f MO the magnification factor. Apart from the 2D convolution, ⊗ 2 , typically associated to any imaging process, Eq. (1) also shows a quadratic phase factor whose radius of curvature is
This parabolic factor is inherent in imaging systems operating in a nontelecentric regime d ≠ f TL . As a result, the DHM intrinsically becomes a shift-variant system [18, 19] and numerical postprocessing [2, [11] [12] [13] [14] is required to cancel out the effects of that perturbing phase. The irradiance distribution recorded on the CCD, usually named as the hologram, is
As well known, in off-axis DHM, the object wavefront U IP x is recovered by spatial filtering the third term from the Fourier transform of H x [24] . Such a term spreads proportionally to 1∕C and, therefore, is tightest when the DHM operates in telecentric mode [25] . Telecentricity is, then, the ideal imaging mode for DHM-QPI. However, the design of, for example, holographic modules [26] for their insertion in commercial, widefield microscopes, can face some mechanical constrains that could prevent the telecentricity of the system. In such cases, the best alternative is the insertion, in front of the specimen, of a converging lens that compensates the phase factor at the IP. In order to allow this compensation to be dynamic and to avoid mechanical movements, we propose here an electro-physical approach that uses an electrically tunable LL.
PHYSICAL COMPENSATION OF THE PARABOLIC PHASE PERTURBATION
Our approach consists of illuminating the sample with a converging spherical wave (see Fig. 2 ), whose curvature permits us to cancel out the quadratic phase at the IP [see Eq. (1)]. As seen in Fig. 2 , the amplitude distribution at the specimen plane is given by
where the radius of curvature
l being the distance between the LL and the specimen. For this setup, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
Equation (6) describes an imaging system that, from a strict point of view, is not linear and shift-invariant (LSI). However, there are cases in which the system is LSI in very good approximation. This happens when the phase factor inside the square brackets is almost plane in comparison with the size of Ox∕M . Assuming this condition, the parabolic phase can be taken out from the 2D convolution to obtain
The pair of parabolic phase terms cancel each other out when C μM 2 . Taking into account Eq. (2), this happens when
In other words, the condition for the cancellation of parabolic phases at the IP is to illuminate the sample with a spherical wave such that its focus is conjugated with the front focus of the TL.
To ensure that the LL does not introduce significant aberration, we have previously measured the 3D irradiance PSF of a widefield microscope in which the LL has been inserted at its aperture stop and compared it with the native microscope (without LL). From the results reported in [27] , it is clear that no significant aberration is added by inserting the LL.
To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we have recorded the hologram of the diffractive Fresnel lens. In the experiment, the imaging system was composed by a 4 × ∕0.2 MO, a TL of f TL 200 mm, and a CCD sensor with 1024 × 1024 square pixels of 6.9 μm size. The nontelecentric configuration was adjusted so that Δ 95 mm. For the physical compensation, we inserted an ARCTIC 39N0 liquid lens (VARIOPTIC), which is based on electro-wetting technology [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The optical power of the ARTIC 39N0, which ranges from −5.0 m −1 to 15 m −1 , was adjusted to fulfill the condition of Eq. (8). In Fig. 3 , we show the hologram and the raw phase (i.e., the phase distribution obtained after filtering out the 1 term and compensating the angle of the reference wave) for three different configurations: (a) the DHM working in telecentric mode; (b) the DHM working in nontelecentric mode; and (c) the DHM working in nontelecentric mode but with the parabolic phase compensated physically with the LL.
If we compare the raw phase image for the telecentric DHM with the one for the nontelecentric DHM with physical compensation, we verify that the results obtained with our approach are totally comparable with those provided by the telecentric DHM and superior to those obtained with the nontelecentric one.
For better comparison between the recovered raw phases produced by the telecentric-DHM and the electrophysical DHM, we have plotted in Fig. 4 the phase profiles of the Fresnel lens along its center. We find that the two methods provide results with comparable accurateness.
Finally, we have tested our method with a biological sample: the thorax of a Drosophila melanogaster fly. To record the hologram, we used a 10 × ∕0.45 MO and a TL of f TL 200 mm. The raw phases are depicted in Fig. 5 for (a) the telecentric DHM, (b) the nontelecentric DHM with Δ 50 mm, and (c) the electrophysical DHM with the same offset Δ. Again, the raw phase images are recovered by spatial filtering the Fourier transform of the hologram and compensating the reference wave. Also in this experiment, we can confirm that the proposed approach provides phase measurement with the same accuracy as telecentric DHM and also without need of numerical postprocessing.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the phase perturbations introduced by a nontelecentric imaging system can be fully eliminated by an electro-physically procedure. Inserting an electrically tunable LL in the illumination path, the perturbing phase is cancelled out at the image plane. By tuning the voltage of the LL, it is easy to produce the spherical illumination adapted to any of the interchangeable MOs of the microscope. We have demonstrated, experimentally, the utility of our proposal with a test object and also with a biological specimen. In both cases, we have shown that the electro-physical DHM produces QPI with the same accuracy as the telecentric DHM and is clearly superior to nontelecentric DHM. 
